plus the MALTA NATIONAL AQUARIUM museums (except the Ħal Saflieni Hypogeum) €200, the Heritage Malta Multisite Pass enables offering a combined total discount of over Ħal Saflieni Hypogeum Triq iċ-Ċimiterju, Paola Inquisitor’s Palace A Auberge de Provence, Triq ir-Repubblika, Valletta

Open from 08.00 till 19.00 hrs A Grandmasters Palace, Pjazza San Ġorġ, Valletta

A website at www.heritagemalta.org

22. Ġgantija Temples

18. Gozo Museum of Archaeology

17. Ta’ Ħaġrat Temples

14. Domvs Romana

13. Domvs Romana

2500 bc three distinct levels and used cemetery. in inhabitants as a cremation prehistoric temple site, con-
to the Order of St John Mediterranean context A highlight of Malta’s maritime Office of the President of the and since 1974, seat of the from 1571 onwards, the Maltese Islands in centuries and agrarian economy of the A wide range of exhibits from Prehistory to the Early Modern One of the earliest, smallest sites in Malta… comprising A fine early sixteenth... Maltese Islands in centuries... A significant collection... and ecosystems in Gozo... and elsewhere including a... and other exotic fauna that... 500,000 year-old deposits... An extensive cave containing... One of the most evocative... an early Neolithic hamlet and... two late Neolithic megalithic temples. A multifaceted overview of art... ‘Venus of Malta’, the ‘Cippus’... such as the ‘Sleeping Lady’, the... 15000-year-old deposits... A spectacular range of artefacts... from the Late Medieval period... A dense collection of art... One of the most evocative... A 1,000-year-old deposit... a rich... an early Neolithic settlement... the Melita, including an... Of all the Mesolithic... a rich... A fine paleolithic assemblage... One of the most evocative... An extensive set of Mesolithic... One of the most evocative... A fine collection of Mesolithic... One of the most evocative... A fine collection of Mesolithic... One of the most evocative... A 1,000-year-old deposit... A fine collection of Mesolithic... One of the most evocative... A fine collection of Mesolithic...